IN THE LIGHT CONE

VIDEO PROGRAM

programmed by Jesse Malmed

Jonah Adels and the 8th grade video technology class at SEI
Academy in North Portland created “At the Mountains of Madness, a
speculative film preview exploring the frozen recesses of the georacial other, or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Teach Middle
School Kids How to Render ‘Ultimate Reality’ in Google Sketchup.”
jonah is an artist and educator originally from philadelphia.
Tyrone Davies lives, works and studies in San Francisco. His life is
spent, variously, as a father, internet celebrity, window-cleaning
business owner, artist, student and the programmer of the Free
Form Film Festival. A song for a culture of disposability, this video
was made by collecting CRT televisions from the streets as they were
disposed of to make way for new flatscreens. Much of Davies’ work
is about consumerism, disposability, obsolescence, and mass media.
This video wraps all of these themes together and is part of a series
that deals specifically with CRT monitors. loaf-i.com
Molly Bradbury transforms landscape into visual music, using
polyrhythms created by guardrails and fences against landscaping
both rhymic and lyrical. The video for From Stone was composed
in counterpoint to the musicical composition by Montreal based
composer, Paul Scriver. In live performance, the video was projected
behind the ensamble on stage, with the conductor using the video
as a guideline for musical cues. She began making videos 9 years
ago, often pulling from her extensive classical music training and
contemporary music composition practice to create video works
that function as visual music. Molly is currently residing in Santa
Fe, NM where she is developing a suite of surround video and sound
installations. mollybradbury.com
Chris Rice lives in new york, where his contributions to the culture
feedback loop of the digital archive include DEATH CRY (SIREN SONG),
a formal re-creation of Tony Conrad’s seminal Ten Years Alive on the
Infinite Plane with hair metal hero/has-been Jim Gilette (of Nitro)’s
scream in place of Conrad’s minimal (though strikingly more
traditional) instrumentation and slow-burn film work. thechrisrice.com.
aurora Halal is living in Brooklyn, making music, shooting videos & exploring
the West this summer. Her music can be found at myspace.com/quizparty.
Josephine Shokrian‘s untitled New Mexico Project #3, shot on 16 mm,
goes underground to the uranium mining industry and its effects
on the Western New Mexico landscape. Josephine was born in Los
Angeles. From the ages of 17 to 27 she had taken annual trips to the New
Mexican desert . In September of 2008, she was invited to participate
in the Caretaker’s House, an artist residency in Thoreau, NM; where
the early conception for this film began. She is currently working
on a larger project about New Mexico’s identity within the context of
land- usage, land-rights, land-contestation, exploitation and tourism.
She lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. josephine.shokrian@gmail.com

Jade Ajani is a filmmaker based in the Pacific Northwest. He is the
producer/director of the feature-length documentary, Growing
Awareness, about the community-supported agriculture (CSA)
movement. He is currently in post-production on the documentary
Jaanadhar, about community-owned ecotourism in the Garhwal
Himalayas of India. This piece is composed of footage shot by
Ajani in the Garhwal. Music by Jeffrey Jerusalem. lasercave.biz/
growingawareness
Duncan Malashock is a new media artist in Austin, TX. he was
Born in 1982 in San Diego, CA. Often using both new media tools
and analog equipment together, his work explores artificiality
and imitation, and the ways in which they shape our reality. He is
a member of rhizome.org and the community-run MASS Gallery in
Austin. His recent videos, like Magic Square, were made with a
process which converts digital audio to synthetic imagery using
analog oscilloscopes. duncanmalashock.com
JEssE MALMED is an independent programmer and artist using
teXt, video and installation. his work has shown at light industry
in Brooklyn, artists’ television aCCess in san franCisCo and the
Center for Contemporary arts in santa fe. jessemalmed.net
ADAM DAVIES was born on Valentine’s Day, graduated from pratt
then moved to the West Coast to pursue various pursuits. Now
in his twenty-fourth year of living, Adam is currently working on
animation for The Itching, a short film, and teaches animation at
several Portland museums. His Artist Statement: “Oh, I should like
to dance and laugh/ And pose and preen and sway,/ And rip the
hearts of men in half,/ And toss the bits away.” -Dorothy Parker
Brandon Rosenbluth is a meta-physical audio-visual noise artist
from Los Angeles, currently based in Berlin. Deathplex (Gorgasm
EXCERPT) is an extended death sequence from the upcoming
music video/photo/scultpure installation Gorgasm, with Sasha
Berstrom-Katz, about a couple who envisions each other dying in
many different ways. nomonoker.wordpress.com
Jesse McLean is an artist working primarily with video. She was
born in Philadelphia, studied art at Oberlin College and received
her MFA in Moving Image from the University of Illinois at Chicago.
She has shown her work most recently at threewalls, Migrating
Forms at Anthology Film Archives, Portland Documentary and
Experimental Film Festival, Director’s Lounge in Berlin, FLEX, Lump
Gallery, Space 1026. The Eternal Quarter Inch conveys how Rising
fundamentalism and a government that cites faith to defend war
actions have helped grow a desperate society. Dipping between
ecstasy and despair, transcendence and absurdity, this movie
journeys to a hidden space where you can lose your way, lose
yourself in the moment, lose your faith in a belief system. An
exhausted and expectant crowd waits on this narrow span. It is
not a wide stretch, but it can last forever.
SCREENING JULY THIRD, 2009 AT 8 PM.
AVAILABLE IN THE GALLERY THROUGH JULY 29TH.
WWW.DEEPLEAP.NET, www.lasercave.biz

